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Intelligence

Recirculating plant in Spain produces
turbot
Saturday, 1 June 2002

By Eivind Lygren

Currently, there is much interest in recirculation in northwestern Spain, the geographical stronghold of Spanish turbot
farming. A new farm in Cambados, Galicia, is producing turbot using recirculating technology developed by the
Norwegian company Puraq to reduce the growing period by controlling water temperature. The farm has received
substantial political and �nancial support from Spanish authorities.

Left: The intensive Sun�sh system packs large-capacity production in
a small area by stacking production in “shelves.” Center: Unique “plug
�ow feeding”units. Right: Circular module for production of 500 metric
tons of turbot per year.
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Sun�sh system
Puraq’s Sun�sh aquaculture system is based on 12 years of research and experience at commercial facilities in
Norway, Italy, Portugal, and Spain. The design is environmentally friendly, land-based, and suited for industrial scale.
The system allows control of water temperatures and salinity, and can be adapted to accommodate most farmed �sh
species.

External design
Because the design is compact, it is possible to set up a large-capacity installation in a relatively small building and on
a small property. The system has a production capacity of 500 metric tons (MT) turbot per year. The plant has a
circular, ongrowing unit with a diameter of 49 meters. The �sh tanks are deep, but located mostly underground and
below the surrounding terrain. From the outside, the system looks like a �at-roofed, one-story building.

Internal design
The area for growth before the ongrowing stage consists of two parallel, shallow circular raceways in two levels, with
a water depth of 20 cm. This area holds �sh from 10 grams until they reach 200 grams. The ongrowing area is a
circular, 5-meter-deep raceway with nine net shelves stacked on top of each other.

Feeding system
A rail-based robot feeding system supplies feed to the �sh, while an automatic feed-re�lling station on the outside of
the building replenishes the feed robots. Feeding in the shallow and deep raceways is based on assuring that
individual �sh receive more than enough feed for maximal growth. This system has been named “plug �ow feeding.”

In the deep raceway, all feed pellets pass through the upper ninth shelf level, which receives 10 times the amount of
feed the �sh need. The pellets not eaten in the upper level sink and pass to the next shelf level, and so on. The lowest
shelf level receives twice what it needs, while the �sh on the bottom receive exactly the needed amount. Pellet counters
under the lowest shelf level facilitate close control of the feeding.

Production and harvesting
The �sh remain in the shallow raceways until they reach 200 grams, and are then moved to the upper closed shelf in
the deep raceway for fattening. At 400 grams, they are transferred again to the open shelf system. An airlift transfers
the �sh via a sorting cage to the starvation unit for subsequent packing.

Water treatment and temperature control
A proprietary foaming process inside the deep raceway basin removes 80 to 90 percent of the organic material using
ozone. Vacuum suction heads transfer the foam to a sludge basin. In the central section of the farm, a biological �lter
and an ozone-based process remove ammonia and nitrite.

The temperature control uses heating from bacterial metabolism and the process machinery. Cooling during the
summer works by exchanging heat with ambient air. Heat exchanging between warm air from high-pressure blowers
and outlet water is also used. The high-pressure air subsequently cools the �sh basin water when added to the basin
through diffusers.

(Editor’s Note: This article was originally published in the June 2002 print edition of the Global Aquaculture Advocate.)
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